Component Power
for Transportation Applications

Our Experience
Vicor's modular power components and complete power systems are used by customers
throughout the world to create solutions for a wide variety of transportation
applications. Our products are used in railways, rolling stock, buses, road infrastructure,
electric and hybrid automobiles, aircraft, radar systems, ships, boats and many other
transport applications, some of which are highlighted in this brochure.
Our long, successful record supporting customers in this demanding market, our
understanding of standards and regulations, and our comprehensive range of modular
converters and accessory products makes Vicor the ideal choice for your next design.

The Broadest Range of Component Power

AC-DC Solutions
■
■
■

85 – 264 V single phase
Power Factor Correction (PFC)
High frequency, up to 880 Hz

DC-DC Solutions
■
■
■

Inputs: 9 – 425 V
Output power – watts to kilowatts
Multiple outputs – over 100 V

Standards Compliance
■
■
■
■
■
■

EN50155
EN55022
RIA12
MIL-STD-461
MIL-STD-704
DO-160

Public Transport
Our products are used in almost every European rail network and many bus and
coach applications. In addition to offering the ability to operate in harsh environments,
with wide operating temperatures, large input voltage ranges and rugged design,
Vicor’s products are also designed to help engineers meet mandatory standards
ranging from resistance to shock and vibration to limits on EMI. In addition to our broad
range of standard products, Vicor Custom Power designs and manufactures turnkey
custom power systems that meet the specific needs of particular applications.

Requirement

Met By

Wide Input Range

Standard and custom modules, with up to 4:1 input voltage ranges

Shock and Vibration

Module encapsulation, far exceeding 50 m/s2 requirement of EN50155

High EMC Performance

Zero Current Switching topology produces very low EMI signature

Train Braking System — The power supply and drive circuits of
the train braking system controller are normally recessed under the
wagon in small, sealed cabinets. The wide operating temperature and
small size, coupled with the ruggedness and resistance to shock and
vibration provided by their encapsulated construction, make Vicor
converters the ideal choice for braking systems.

Electric Door Opener — Electric doors need to cope with very
wide input voltage ranges, offer a wide operating temperature range and deal
with large transients. Vicor products have been used by leading manufacturers
to create cost-effective and reliable solutions.

Ticket Machines — Ticket machines must operate in freezing
Nordic winters and hot Mediterranean summers. Vicor modules can
operate from –55 to +100°C, ensuring high reliability in the harshest
environments. Portable ticket machines often use Vicor modules for
their high efficiency, wide input voltage ranges, and outstanding shock
and vibration resistance.

Passenger Information Displays — The high power density and
outstanding efficiency of Vicor converters allows systems to be retrofitted where
there is little space available, as well as deployed in new vehicles and rolling stock.
Electronic displays provide destination and route information, in addition to
added-value services such as news and weather forecasts. Vicor modules offer
sufficient power for complex graphical displays, and are used in leading-edge
multi-colour LED systems.

Roads & Infrastructure
Many land vehicles, from refrigerated transport to the latest electric and hybrid cars use Vicor’s
component power solutions. Road infrastructure, from electronic signage to traffic cameras also benefit
from the high performance and reliability of our products. A wide operating temperature range ensures
reliability in all weathers, whilst the compact size, efficiency and high levels of shock and vibration
resistance provided by the full encapsulation makes Vicor a perfect choice for use within commercial
and private vehicles as well as more demanding applications including heavy-duty machines such
as excavators, bulldozers and other construction equipment as well as military vehicles.

Requirement

Met By

Operating Temperature

–55°C / +100°C operating range and baseplate cooling simplify
the thermal management

Shock and Vibration
Resistant

Modules fully encapsulated, meet most severe mechanical stress
requirements, as per military standard specifications

Air Conditioning/Refrigeration Controller — Many goods
require refrigerated or temperature-controlled transport. With a wide
operating temperature, high efficiency and compact size, Vicor’s Micro
DC-DC converters allow a compact refrigeration unit to be developed
whilst the full encapsulation ensures the modules can reliably withstand
shock and vibration.

Security Cameras — CCTV camera systems carry the supply
voltage, as well as the low level video signals on the same cable
harnesses. Power supply systems must minimise conducted emissions
to ensure that the video signals are not disturbed or degraded.
Vicor's high power density is ideal for security applications that are
often space constrained. The inherent low EMI noise of Vicor's ZCS
topology also allows the use of smaller and simpler filters.

Hybrid Electric Vehicles — hybrid vehicles such as many modern urban taxis
use many battery cells in series to generate the power to drive the motor with
sufficient torque. Vicor’s DC-DC converters support the high input voltages
used, converting to the voltage required by the motors, whilst their high efficiency
ensures that the vehicle minimises wasted power. Furthermore the high
power density reduces the space and weight of the power system.

Electric Fork Lift Truck — electric fork lifts do not emit exhaust gases,
a huge advantage in confined spaces. Vicor’s products offer operating
temperatures that guarantee the system will function outdoors or in refrigerated
facilities, whilst a broad selection of nominal input voltages allows for a variety
of battery configurations and wide input ranges ensures operating at all levels
of battery charge. This flexibility makes Vicor the preferred supplier of
DC-DC modules for many designers wishing to create battery-powered
industrial vehicles.

Air Transport & Infrastructure
Systems that are to be used in aircraft design demand some of the highest levels of reliability.
Vicor’s range of component power solutions offers outstanding reliability, with MTBFs of more than
300,000 hours, even at temperatures of 70°C. For even more stringent requirements, Vicor offers full
MIL-COTS compliant products, and all Vicor products offer very high power density, optimising
the size and weight of the power system.

Requirement

Met By

MIL-COTS Compliance

Standard modules available meeting full MIL-COTS input voltage
requirements. Accessory modules (filters, transient suppression)
allow for complete MIL-COTS compliant designs

Shock and Vibration
Resistant

Modules fully encapsulated, meet most severe mechanical stress
requirements, as per MIL specifications

High Reliability

Typical MTBF of > 300,000 hours @ 70°C

Lighting and Electrical Seating System — an aircraft environment
is cramped, requiring compact and efficient DC-DC converters such as Vicor’s
micro range. Heat dissipation problems are further minimised by the
aluminum baseplate mounting, allowing effective heat sinking using existing
metal hardware. For more demanding applications than passenger comfort
systems, Vicor also offers a range of MIL-COTS products.

In-Flight Entertainment System — in-flight entertainment systems
continue to offer more features, which make considerable demands on
the airplane’s power supply. The Micro brick modules from Vicor offer
compact size and high efficiency, allowing entertainment
systems to be fitted in the limited space available under the seat.

Cockpit Simulator — flight simulators are a valuable tool for pilot
training, and require a large amount of complex electronics to be powered.
The Vicor Maxi brick modules deliver several hundred Watts of power and
operate over a wide temperature, ensuring reliable operation even in an
environment where the electronics generates a large amount of heat.

In-Flight Internet and Cell Phone Connection — Vicor bricks provide
efficient Voltage conversion for applications such as internet and telephone
communications on aircraft. With high reliability and an encapsulated design that
ensures vibration and shock resistance, as well as output overvoltage protection
and thermal shutdown features, Vicor is the supreme choice for aerospace
communications systems.

Ships & Boats
Marine transport applications require electronic systems that perform reliably in harsh environmental
conditions. Enclosures must be watertight, requiring high power components such as DC-DC converters
to operate with conductive cooling, whilst all devices must provide high levels of corrosion resistance.
Marine applications make use of a large number of different voltages, a requirement that is usually met
with Vicor’s extensive range of converters, whilst specific requirements can always be met using the
Vicor Custom Power service.

Requirement

Met By

Corrosion/Environmental
Resistant

Anti-corrosion finish and module encapsulation for high humidity
and salt-fog environments

Range of Available Input
Voltages

Standard and custom modules from 12V up to 400V and with up to
4:1 input voltage ranges

Custom Capabilities

Online access to the module design and configuration tools

Watertight

Baseplate cooling capabilities allows mounting within closed,
waterproof chassis

Ship Navigation System/Integrated Ship Management —
military vessels place particularly stringent demands on power products,
making Vicor’s range of MIL-COTS modules ideal solutions for naval
applications. In addition to a broad range of DC-DC converters that offer
the right combinations of input and output voltages, the MI-AIM (Military
Attenuator Input Module) occupies minimum board space while providing
maximum protection for sophisticated marine electrical systems.

Solarshuttle Boat — increasingly, pleasure boats are using solar
power to prevent damage to the environment. Vicor’s DC-DC modules
offer a high input range that are required when a large number of cells are
connected in series to provide the power required to drive the motor, as
well as offering similar output voltages that are used to charge the batteries. The high efficiency ensures that minimal power is wasted, maximising
the range of the craft.

Power Generator for Cathodic Protection — Cathodic
protection is used to control the corrosion of a ship’s metal surface, as well
as pipelines, storage tanks, steel pier piles, ships, offshore oil platforms and
onshore oil well casings. A MegaMod chassis, together with Vicor’s wide
range of DC-DC converters, is the ideal base to build a configurable power
supply that supports several output voltages that are typically used in a
cathodic protection system.

Cargo Handling System — Vicor VI-J00 modules offer a rugged and
reliable solution for powering the control electronics for a cargo handling
system. With a wide operating temperature and baseplate cooling that allows
the system to be housed in a watertight enclosure, these converters minimise
the space required for control-room electronics.

Vicor: Supporting your Design
Vicor has a unique understanding of the challenges that face engineers developing power supply
solutions for transportation applications.We offer expert technical support, ranging from
application notes and qualification reports about the environmental testing of our products to onsite
assistance from our team of highly qualified field applications engineers. Our technical support team
includes engineers that understand how to maximise available board space; simplify thermal design;
and minimise EMI and noise by selecting the right power supply solution for the application.

For more information visit vicoreurope.com or
Talk to us on 00 800 8426 7000 (international free phone number)

Comprehensive technical library
Access technical information related to using Vicor products in transportation applications online

Testing & Qualification
Railway standards test reports - vicoreurope.com/railtests
Safety Agency Approvals - vicoreurope.com/medagency

Application Notes
Access our comprehensive range of applications notes and other
technical documentation at - vicoreurope.com/applicationnotes

Custom power supplies
View examples of the custom power solutions that Vicor has developed
for transportation customers vicoreurope.com/products/custom_solutions/transportation

Request Our Catalogue
For a full overview of all our products, request a copy from your
local office or visit vicoreurope.com/catalogue

Design Exactly the Product You Need...As Standard
Design your own DC-DC converter or configurable power supply
to meet your application's exact needs.
PowerBench, Vicor's custom configuration tools is available online at
vicoreurope.com/powerbench
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Contact Vicor

Vicor France
6, Parc Ariane
Bâtiment "Le Mercure"
78284 Guyancourt Cedex
France
Tel: +33 1 34 52 18 30
Email: vicorfr@vicorpower.com
Vicor Germany
Adalperostraße 29
85737 Ismaning
Germany
Tel: +49 89 962 439 0
Email: vicorde@vicorpower.com

Vicor Italy
Via Milanese, 20
20099 Sesto S. Giovanni
Milano
Italy
Tel: +39 02 2247 2326
Email: vicorit@vicorpower.com

Vicor UK
Coliseum Business Centre
Riverside Way, Camberley
Surrey GU15 3YL
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1276 678222
Email: vicoruk@vicorpower.com

Free Phone 00 800 8426 7000

vicoreurope.com

